Matching

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the words and definitions and draw a line from each word to its definition.

1. to change from the correct version  
   versus

2. against  
   corrupt

3. the date that an event happened in an earlier year  
   aversion

4. to change the tone of the voice  
   anniversary

5. a strong disgust  
   inflect

Choose the Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the sentence and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence. Have him or her write the correct word in the space provided.

6. When Albert looked down from the top of the stairs he got _____________ and had to hold on to the handrail.  
   inflexible   reflective   vertigo

7. The rebels tried to _____________ the government of the hated tyrant.  
   divert   subvert   reflect

8. The broken window caused the neighbor’s anger to _____________, and she yelled at us.  
   erupt   deflect   invert

9. To show respect for the queen, you must _____________ when she enters the room.  
   rupture   advertise   genuflect

10. The new student was an _____________, so it was difficult to get to know him.  
    infraction   introvert   adversity